Development System for Emotion Detection Based on Brain Signals and Facial Images
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Abstract— Detection of human emotions has many potential applications. One of application is to quantify attentiveness audience in order evaluate acoustic quality in concern hall. The subjective audio preference that based on from audience is used. To obtain fairness evaluation of acoustic quality, the research proposed system for multimodal emotion detection; one modality based on brain signals that measured using electroencephalogram (EEG) and the second modality is sequences of facial images.

In the experiment, an audio signal was customized which consist of normal and disorder sounds. Furthermore, an audio signal was played in order to stimulate positive/negative emotion feedback of volunteers. EEG signal from temporal lobes, i.e. T3 and T4 was used to measured brain response and sequence of facial image was used to monitoring facial expression during volunteer hearing audio signal. On EEG signal, feature was extracted from change information in brain wave, particularly in alpha and beta wave.

Feature of facial expression was extracted based on analysis of motion images. We implement an advance optical flow method to detect the most active facial muscle form normal to other emotion expression that represented in vector flow maps. The reduce problem on detection of emotion state, vector flow maps are transformed into compass mapping that represents major directions and velocities of facial movement.

The results showed that the power of beta wave is increasing when disorder sound stimulation was given, however for each volunteer was giving different emotion feedback. Based on features derived from facial face images, an optical flow compass mapping was promising to use as additional information to make decision about emotion feedback.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The state of human emotions could be used to quantify the human perception due to some sensation and stimulation. As well know, music is one of source human stimulation that often could be generating different emotion expression on different person [1,2].

Human emotion expression has potential approach to find an optimum criterion related with theory of subjective preference of the sound field in architectural acoustic design or for music therapies [8].

Expression of human emotion could be identifying from external and internal physiological signal. One of source of external physiological signal is facial expression. Rapid facial signals were believed as facial expressions that used to communicate emotions. Its signals represent temporal changes in neuromuscular activity that may lead to visually detectable changes in facial appearance, including blushing and tears [1,6].

Electric potential of brain activities that measured through electroencephalogram (EEG) has a potential source internal physiological signal for emotion detection. The common method to justify subject condition is based on power of EEG signal in the specific bandwidth that called brain wave. Based on brain wave signal analysis, positive or negative expression could be evaluated, particularly the change of power in alpha and beta wave [9].

The paper reported a preliminary research on development system for emotion detection based on multimodal emotion detection; one modality based on brain signals that measured using electroencephalogram (EEG) and the second modality is sequences of facial images. The feature as input for emotion detection was derived from vector flow of facial image and the change power of brain wave in range alpha and beta. On the first experiment, the method of feature facial expression was evaluated using “actor” facial image. On the second experiment, an audio signal was customized which consist of normal and disorder sounds. Furthermore, an audio signal was played in order to stimulate positive/negative emotion feedback of volunteers. EEG signal from temporal lobes, i.e. T3 and T4 was used to measured brain response and sequence of facial image was used to monitoring facial expression during volunteer hearing audio signal.
II. EMOTION DETECTION BASED ON FACIAL IMAGES

A. Facial Signal

The human face is the location for major communicative outputs. Rapid facial signals represent temporal changes in neuromuscular activity that may lead to visually detectable changes in facial appearance, including blushing and tears. Atomic facial signals underlie facial expressions [6]. Example of rapid facial signals that represented in change expression form normal to other expression, showed in Figure 1. Specifically, rapid facial signal could give special message on communication, such human emotion expression.

Fig. 1 Example of rapid facial signals

B. Feature Extraction Methods for Emotion Expression

The basic of emotion expression can be categorized on positive (happiness) and negative expression (sadness, anger, disgust). On face images, emotion expression is mainly controlling the individual or combines motion of four facial feature: brows, eyes, nose and mouth. These are the most attractive features on the facial surface because they have high textures, and symbolize the underlying muscle activations. An observer may recognize easily and directly the messages transmitted from the movement of facial features.

Optical flow in an image sequence has been used to track highly textured regions reliably for extracting the motion information of facial features to be used in further recognition process. Optical flow provides an estimate of the movement of facial feature points that represented as a vector flow[3,4,5].

The basic assumption that used on optical flow is constant intensity on two consecutive facial images, although shift from one position to another occur in the images. However, this assumption is often failed in the real situation. Therefore, in this research was implemented an advance approach of optical flow that be able to compensate intensity variation [4].

The main problem that must be considered on optical flow for feature extraction for emotion expression is separation of non-rigid facial expression from rigid head motion, and facial geometric correspondence to keep face size constant across subjects. Both processes are necessary in order to ensure that these variables do not interfere on resulted vector flows. For elimination of the above-mentioned rigid head motion from non-rigid facial expression, normalization process was done in order to normalize the face geometric position and maintain face magnification invariance. To do so, an affine transformation (which includes translation, scaling and rotation factors) was applied on two consecutive facial images.

C. Optical Flow

Defined facial image with gray scale level denote \( f(x,y,t) \) as target of expression image and \( f(x',y',t-1) \) is normal of expression image. One of approach on the optical flow model can accommodate non-rigid deformation and also compensation of intensity variation:

\[
m_1 f(x,y,t) + m_2 f(x,y,t) + m_3 f(x',y',t-1) - 1
\]

where \( m_1, m_2, m_3, m_4 \) are the linear affine parameters, \( m_5 \) and \( m_6 \) are the translation parameters, \( m_7 \) and \( m_8 \) are two new (also spatially varying) parameters that embody a change in contrast and brightness. These parameters are estimated locally for each small spatial neighborhood, but for notational convenience their spatial parameters are dropped. In order to estimate these parameters, we define the following quadratic error function to be minimized:

\[
E(m) = \sum_{z \in \Omega} [k - c^T m]^2
\]

where \( m = [m_1, m_2, ..., m_8]^T \), \( k = f(x,y) + x f_y + y f_x \), \( c = (x f_y, y f_x, y f_y, f_x f_y - f_y f_x) \) and \( \Omega \) is a small spatial neighborhood. This error function can now be minimized analytically by differentiating with respect to the unknown’s parameters \( m \):

\[
dE(m) = \sum_{z \in \Omega} c[c^T m]
\]

setting the result equal to zero on Equation 3, and solving for \( m \) yielding:

\[
m = \left[ \sum_{z \in \Omega} c^T c \right]^{-1} \left[ \sum_{z \in \Omega} c k \right]
\]

The solution assumes that first term is invertible. This can be guaranteed by integrating over a large enough spatial neighborhood \( \Omega \) with enough image contents and estimation parameters \( m \) was done by iteration process. We define matriks \( L \) with dimention 5x5, where each element of \( L \) is \( \lambda_i \) as smoothness constants. Parameter \( m \) can be estimated on iteration process that written as
\[ m^{(n+1)} = (cc^T + L)^{-1}(k + Lm^{(n)}) \]  (5)

The initial estimate \( m^{(0)} \) is determined from the closed-form solution. On the \( j+1 \)st iteration \( m^{(j+1)} \) is estimated from the previous estimate \( m^{(j)} \).

D. Compass Mapping

The performance of any digital recognition system depends on input of a set feature data. On the first step of processing, a set feature data is derived by optical flow and resulting 2D vector maps. The dimension of set feature data is similar with image size. To reduce problem on recognition of emotion state, the dimension of feature data that represented on 2D vector maps must be reduced. Furthermore, the spatial information that contain on 2D vector map should be transformed into other simplify information.

The 2D vector map was transformed into compass mapping that represents major directions and velocities of facial movement [11]. In other word, compass map will be transformed data sets that obtained from 2-D vector maps into the sum of all directional vectors from the centre origin.

This compass is not to be confused with a human face divided into segments, nor is this centre origin equivalent to the centre of the face. It simply represents the sum of all directional vectors from the centre origin.

III. EMOTION DETECTION BASED ON BRAIN WAVE

EEG is a superposition of the volume-conductor fields produced by a variety of active neuronal current generators. EEG signal require quantitative techniques that can be validly applied to time series exhibiting ranges of non-stationary behavior [9]. The parameter EEG in the certain time may change due to internal and our external stimulation. The example of EEG signals in the time domain shown in Figure 3.

The change of emotion condition can be occurring due to internal and external stimulation. In this work, we focused to investigate EEG respond that represented positive or negative emotion feedback when volunteer stimulates a normal and strange music. However, EEG respond in time domains are relatively difficult to quantify emotion feedback because we predicted that the change EEG amplitude relatively indistinguishable. As alternative, analysis Power of EEG in the frequency domain was used. Since power spectral density (PSD) must be derived from certain duration of EEG signal, PSD of EEG was determined using pwelch method[8].

Given digital EEG signal \( X(N) \), then data was divided with \( P \) segment along \( D \), then shifting on each segment was done along \( S \) data \( (S \leq D) \), resulting maximum \( P \) is adalah \((N-D)/S+1\). Thus, data on each segment \( p \) is

\[ x^{(p)}(k) = w(k)(k + pS), \quad 0 \leq k \leq D - 1 \]  (6)

where \( 0 \leq p \leq P - 1 \). From those data will be obtained:

\[ \hat{P}_{xx}^{(p)}(f) = \frac{1}{UD} |X^{(p)}(f)|^2 \]  (7)

on the frequency range \(-1/2T \leq f \leq 1/2T\), where

\[ X^{(p)}(f) = T \sum_{k=0}^{D-1} x^{(p)}(k) \exp(-j2\pi fkT) \]  (8)

\[ U = T \sum_{k=0}^{D-1} w^2(k) \]  (9)

The result of PSD estimation:

\[ \hat{P}_f(f) = \frac{1}{P} \sum_{p=0}^{P-1} \hat{P}_{xx}^{(p)}(f) \]  (10)

The example results of PSD estimation from EEG signal in Figure 3 was shown in Figure 4.
Subject condition is often evaluated based on amplitude of PSD in a specific frequency range of EEG signal that called brain wave. The common type of brain wave is alpha, beta, theta and delta.

Alpha is a 10 Hz brain wave become the first electrical brain wave, which found by Hans Berger in 1929. Another next brain waves, was named as Greek alphabet (shown in Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>frequency</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Subject condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Beta Pattern" /></td>
<td>14 – 30 Hz</td>
<td>10-20 µV</td>
<td>Activity, thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Alpha Pattern" /></td>
<td>8 - 13 Hz</td>
<td>Kids: 75 µV, Adult: 50 µV</td>
<td>Relaks, closed eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theta</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Theta Pattern" /></td>
<td>4 – 7 Hz</td>
<td>Kids: 50 µV, Adult: 10 µV</td>
<td>Light sleep/ emotional stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Delta Pattern" /></td>
<td>0.5 – 3 Hz</td>
<td>10 mV</td>
<td>Profound sleep</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We speculate that the negative or positive emotion feedback could be evaluated based on PSD change of alpha and beta waves.

IV. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTS

Three male university students, age in between 18-21 years, participated in the experiments. The first experiment, volunteers were instructed to imagine and to express the basic emotion (happiness, surprise, anger). Each facial expression was recorded using camera digital. This data was used to evaluated the preformed of feature extraction methods for emotion expression.

The second experiment, we prepared the audio stimulation that predicted can be induced positive/negative emotion feedback of volunteers. The audio signal about 10-15 minutes was customized which consist of normal and disorder sounds. The type of disorder sounds for each volunteer is not similar. EEG signal from temporal lobes, i.e. T3 and T4 was used to measured brain response and sequence of facial image was used to monitoring facial expression during volunteer hearing audio signal. The experiment setup was shown in Figure 5.

As bio-amplifier EEG, we used Flexcomp Infiniti (SA7550) that interfacing to computer using fiber optic to protect volunteer from electric shock.

Each volunteer was stimulated with two different audio signals. During acquired EEG and Facial image data, volunteer was instructed to minimize motion of head.

V. RESULTS

A. The First Experiment

The objective of the first experiment is to evaluate our strategy to extract facial expression based on an advance optical flow. As we mentioned above, position moving of a facial feature was detected between normal expression and other expression. The feature sets that derived from optical flow were represented where a magnitude and direction of vector flow of change position of facial muscle due to changing of emotion expression.

The main problem that must be considered on optical flow for feature extraction for emotion expression is separation of non-rigid facial expression from rigid head motion, and facial geometric correspondence to keep face size constant across subjects. Both processes are necessary in order to ensure that these variables do not interfere on resulted vector flows. For elimination of the above-mentioned rigid head motion from non-rigid facial expression, normalization process was done in order to normalize the face geometric position and maintain face magnification invariance. To do so, an affine transformation (which includes translation, scaling and rotation factors) was applied on two con-
secutive facial images. The summary of processing steps were shown in Figure 6.

![Fig 6. The summaries of processing steps for extracts facial expression](image)

As shown in Figure 6, after normalization process, then compass mapping was derived from the output of optical flow. On Figure 7-a and Figure 7-b were shown facial image of subject that acting on normal and happiness expression. Change of facial feature was detected on the atomic facial. On Figure 7-c was shown motion vector maps where each vector detected motion in 5x5 pixel windows. The arrows length of vector is proportional to the motion of the facial feature. Feature of set data obtained from vector maps have dimension similar with facial image. A strategy that used to reduce dimension is based on the resultant of vector on similar direction of facial motion from the original neutral image. The obtained maps are called compass maps (see Figure 7-d). On the compass maps, vectors radiate from the origin (the centre of the compass – zero position). Its transformation was change Cartesian spatial domain (with dimension equal to image) into angle spatial domain (with dimension from angle 0°-360°).

![Fig. 7. (a). Facial images on normal expression, and (b). Positive (happiness) expression. (c) mapping of motion vector that used to detect expression change compass maps represent represents the sum of all directional vectors from the centre origin.](image)

The other results of compass maps from negative expression was shown in Figure 8.

![Fig. 8. (a) Facial images on negative expression. (b) compass map of negative expression](image)

The different spread of resultant vectors on similar direction of facial motion from the original neutral image to positive/negative expression can be shown on Figure 7-c and Figure 8-b.

**B. The Second Experiment**

In these experiments, facial image and EEG signal were acquired simultaneously under sound stimulation. The setup of experiment was shown in Figure 5. The scheme of sound stimulation can be divided by three sections (see Fig. 9). For each volunteer, total duration of sound stimulation is about 15 minutes. The duration and starting of disorder sound (section 2) is random for each volunteer.

![Fig. 9. The scheme of sound stimulation](image)

The EEG signal measured form point T3(left Hemisphere) and T4(right hemisphere) with reference on the mastoid. The PSD on each section was averaged for both points and for alpha and beta wave. Furthermore, from the sequence of facial image, we focused on the change of facial muscle where transition occurs from section 1 to section 2. The results of vector map that obtained from optical flow was transformed into compass mapping that that represent major directions and velocities of facial movement.
The results from volunteer A, the sound stimulation in the section 1 was induced the power of alpha wave is relatively higher than the power of beta wave. Due to sound stimulation in the section 2, the power of beta wave is slightly increase than respond on the section 1. However, in the section 2, the power of alpha wave is increase for T3 and decrease for T4 (see in Figure 10-a).

With subjective criterion, positive emotion respond was reflected on facial image of volunteer (see in Figure 10-b). Based on the optical flow – compass maps, the significant of vector magnitude was indicated on specific segment of compass mapping. If the compass map of 360 degree is divided into 12 segments each of 30 degree, the most active of segment was detected on segment 9 and 10 (see in Figure 10-c).

For volunteer B, we change type of sound stimulation and the duration and starting of disorder sound (section 2). The power of beta wave, particularly on T3 is relatively higher than the power of alpha wave for all section (see in Figure 11-a). Based on subjective criterion of facial images, we detected negative emotion respond (see in Figure 11-b). Based on compass mapping, the active segments are spreading on whole segment. The result is correlated with negative emotion respond based on subjective criterion.

The other type of sound stimulation and the duration and starting of disorder sound (section 2) was used as stimulant for volunteer C. Due to sound stimulation in the section 2, the power of beta wave is slightly increase than respond on the section 1. Again, the significant increasing power was detected for T3. On the section 3, the power of alpha tends to higher than the power of beta wave on both T3 and T4 (see in Figure 12-a).

Based on subjective criterion on facial images, the negative respond are expressed. The magnitude of vector flows is relatively lower than respond from volunteer B. From the results of compass mapping, we found that the active segments are also spreading on whole segment although the amplitude of resultant vector is relatively smaller than the results from volunteer B (see in Figure 12-c).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The preliminary work as part our research to develop system for emotion detection based on multi-modality feature sets was presented in the paper. In the real life, human
are capable of producing thousands of emotion expression that vary in complexity, intensity and meaning. However, for specific application, such as for automatic sleep analysis, lie detector system or subjective preference for architectural acoustic design, complexity system for emotion detection could be reduced. The source of feature sets that correspond to specific emotion criteria is feasible to define.

Related with automatic system to evaluate subjective preference for architectural acoustic design, results of the feature sets that derived from EEG signal and facial images was promising to developed as input for automatic system for subjective criterion. Previous studies showed that disorder sound tend to stimulate increase power of beta wave. From three volunteer, the respond form left hemisphere (T3) is relatively higher that the respond from right hemisphere (T4). As mentioned in [7], the respond of left hemisphere is more sensitive to temporal characteristic of sound stimulation. The stimulation sound that used in section 1 and 2 may be significant different in temporal characteristic than spatial characteristic. From the result our experiment, the change emotion respond of volunteer could be detected based on the increasing power of beta wave. However, the type of emotion respond (negative/positive) could not conclude from EEG data.

The other feature sets that related with negative/positive emotion respond was attempted to detect from facial images. We implemented and evaluated the optical flow methods to extract feature sets that represent vector flows. On this method, the significant vector flows represent the most active facial muscle form normal to another expression. The reduce problem on recognition of emotion state, dimension reduction of feature set of 2D vector maps is required. An approach called compass mapping was used to represent major directions and velocities of facial movement. The compass diagram (360 degrees) is divided into 12 segments each of 30 degrees, and represents the total directional facial movement from the original neutral image. Vectors radiate from the origin (the centre of the compass – zero position). We found that the active segments location for negative emotion feedback is relatively spreading on whole segment than the active segments location for positive emotion feedback.

Although the power of beta wave is increasing when disorder sound stimulation was given, for each volunteer was giving different emotion feedback. From the results of vector flows, we can learn what typical negative or positive feedback from typical Indonesia peoples, which is important as criterion in automatic emotion recognition system.

Future work, we will increase the number of volunteer to develop better database of typical feature of positive/negative emotion feedback. In the sub system of recognition system, the various pattern recognition strategies, such as principal component analysis and artificial neural network will be implemented.
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